**Trackmen trample Tufts**

By Dare Dobos

Rebounding from Saturday’s 97-57 loss to Bowdoin, the MIT outdoor track team used its depth to roll over Tufts on a Wednesday afternoon. Although the Engineers could manage only eight of 18 first places, the thincals did pick up 13 of 16 seconds and a majority of thirds to assure the victory.

Once again senior co-captain Greg Hunter led a field event attack that produced a 54-18 scoring margin. MIT captured all but two events, including Hunter’s javelin (100’1 1/2”) and shot put (46’6”) wins. John Lundberg ’77 recorded another personal best in the hammer throw when he tossed the 16 lb. weight 185’5”. Teammate sophomore Fred Banke earned seconds in the hammer (personal best 160”) and shot put.

Paul Kurmenko ’77 captured the triple jump and a second in the long jump for eight of his 9 points. In the pole vault, Jim Williams ’79 recorded a personal best to pick up another personal best. Reid von Borstel recorded his fourth straight high jump victory to remain undefeated in dual meets and capture senior Matthew ’78 took the discus in the first scoring effort for the Engineers.

In the running events, Rich Okine ’77 edged out archival Fred Hattersman with a blazing, wind-aided 14.7 in the 100 yard high hurdles. Okine also took close seconds to Tufts’ Tim Donohue in the 100 and 220 yard dashes. Sophomore Chris Swiercz was MIT’s only other running event winner, racing to a two mile victory in 9:40.4.

The Engineers fared quite well at the Somerville facility considering the drastic temperature decrease and despite being subjected to a poorly managed meet in which one official was present, requiring that MIT managers, coaches, and competitors judge and time the meet. It was a much needed victory after Bowdoin’s 40 point thrashing on Saturday.
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